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Abstract We present three novel exclusively heteronu-

clear 5D 13C direct-detected NMR experiments, namely

(HN-flipN)CONCACON, (HCA)CONCACON and (H)CA-

CON(CA)CON, designed for easy sequence-specific reso-

nance assignment of intrinsically disordered proteins

(IDPs). The experiments proposed have been optimized to

overcome the drawbacks which may dramatically compli-

cate the characterization of IDPs by NMR, namely the

small dispersion of chemical shifts and the fast exchange of

the amide protons with the solvent. A fast and reliable

automatic assignment of a-synuclein chemical shifts was

obtained with the Tool for SMFT-based Assignment of

Resonances (TSAR) program based on the information

provided by these experiments.

Keywords Intrinsically disordered proteins �
13C direct-detection NMR � Non-uniform sampling �
Longitudinal relaxation enhancement �
Multidimensional NMR experiment � Automatic

assignment

Introduction

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are a class of

flexible proteins characterized by the lack of stable sec-

ondary and tertiary structures. Despite the absence of a

defined fold, IDPs are able to perform a great variety of

essential functions in the cell (Wright and Dyson 1999;

Uversky et al. 2000; Dunker et al. 2001; Tompa 2002,

2009; Dyson and Wright 2005), leading to a reconsidera-

tion of the well-established structure–function paradigm.

X-ray crystallography is not an appropriate technique to

characterize IDPs as the extreme mobility prevents the

formation of suitable crystals, and NMR spectroscopy

assumes the role of best candidate to investigate their

disorder. In fact, NMR can provide structural and dynamic

information at atomic resolution, giving a meaningful

description of the properties of all the conformations

sampled by the protein.

The most accessible and informative observable that can

be obtained by NMR spectroscopy and used to characterize

IDPs is the chemical shift of the signals of the amino-acids

nuclei. These, once assigned, can in fact be used to cal-

culate conformational properties, to evaluate propensities

for transient secondary structures and to map possible

interaction/binding regions. In contrast to what is usually

found for globular and folded proteins, IDPs chemical

shifts are not modulated by the presence of secondary

structure and their values tend to be averaged out by the
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fast conformational exchange processes of the protein. This

fact of course leads to crowded spectra with high chances

to encounter overlapping peaks. Moreover, amide protons

not being protected by the presence of secondary structural

elements, often experience chemical exchange with the

solvent that can be so dramatic as to broaden their signals

beyond detectable limits.

Exploiting heteronuclear chemical shifts is thus man-

datory for assignment strategies of IDPs due to their high

chemical shift dispersion as well as to their reduced sen-

sitivity to exchange processes (Bax and Grzesiek 1993;

Dyson and Wright 2001; Panchal et al. 2001; Hiller et al.

2005; Mittag and Forman-Kay 2007; Narayanan et al.

2010; Kumar and Hosur 2011; Mantylahti et al. 2011).

Thanks to great recent improvements in instrumental sen-

sitivity, direct detection of heteronuclei can be performed

to take maximum advantage of these properties. 13C direct

detection exclusively heteronuclear NMR experiments

were successfully used for the study of IDPs (Csizmok

et al. 2008; Knoblich et al. 2009; O’Hare et al. 2009; Pérez

et al. 2009; Hsu et al. 2009; Novacek et al. 2012). Several

additional approaches to overcome the problem of exten-

sive cross peaks overlap have been proposed (Bermel et al.

2012a, 2013; Pantoja-Uceda and Santoro 2012, 2013;

Thakur et al. 2013), including the use of high multidi-

mensionality experiments (4-5D) (Novacek et al. 2011,

2012, 2013; Bermel et al. 2012b; Haba et al. 2013), with

the goal of increasing the resolution of the spectra. To

reduce the experimental time while preserving high reso-

lution in all indirect dimensions, non-uniform sampling

(NUS) (Kazimierczuk et al. 2010) and approaches for

longitudinal relaxation enhancement (LRE) proved to be

very useful (Schanda et al. 2007; Bermel et al. 2009b;

Solyom et al. 2013; Gil et al. 2013).

Starting from the above results, we propose here three

new multidimensional NMR experiments in which 13C

direct-detection, NUS and LRE (when appropriate) are

combined in order to overcome as much as possible limi-

tations of IDPs. The accurate and unambiguous determi-

nation of chemical shifts guaranteed by these experiments

allowed the TSAR program (Tool for SMFT-based

assignment of resonances) (Zawadzka-Kazimierczuk et al.

2012) to perform a fast, reliable and automatic assignment

of the collected frequencies. The combined use of these

NMR experiments and software can thus be employed to

speed up the sequence-specific resonance assignment of

IDPs.

The effectiveness of the experiments proposed com-

bined with the TSAR program were tested on a well-studied

IDP of 140 amino acids, human a-synuclein. The strategy

described here can successfully be applied to other IDPs,

extending the size and complexity of proteins that can be

investigated by NMR.

Materials and methods

All NMR experiments were performed at 16.4 T on a

Bruker Avance spectrometer operating at 700.06 MHz 1H,

176.03 MHz 13C and 70.94 MHz 15N frequencies, equip-

ped with a cryogenically cooled probehead optimized for
13C-direct detection. A sample of 1.0 mM uniformly 13C,
15N labeled human a-synuclein in 20 mM phosphate buffer

at pH 6.5 was prepared as previously described (Huang

et al. 2005). EDTA and NaCl were added to reach the final

concentration of 0.5 and 200 mM, respectively, and 10 %

D2O was added for the lock. All experiments were acquired

at 285.5 K. Parameters specific to each experiment are

reported in the captions of the figures describing the pulse

sequences, all reported in the Supplementary Material. For
13C band-selective p/2 and p flip angle pulses Q5 (or time

reversed Q5) and Q3 shapes (Emsley and Bodenhausen

1992) of durations of 300 and 220 ls, respectively, were

used, except for the p pulses that should be band-selective

on the Ca region (Q3, 860 ls) and for the adiabatic p pulse

to invert both C0 and Ca [smoothed Chirp 500 ls, 25 %

smoothing, 80 kHz sweep width, 11.3 kHz RF field

strength (Böhlen and Bodenhausen 1993)]. The 13C band

selective pulses on Ca/b, Ca, and C0 were given at the center

of each region, respectively, and the adiabatic pulse was

adjusted to cover the entire 13C region. Decoupling of 1H

and 15N was achieved with waltz16 (Shaka et al. 1983)

(1.7 kHz) and garp4 (Shaka et al. 1985) (1.0 kHz)

sequences, respectively. All gradients employed had 1 ms

of duration and a sine-shape. Each experiment was

acquired in a pseudo-2D mode, with the States method

applied in all indirect dimensions to achieve quadrature

detection. All experiments employ the IPAP approach

(Bermel et al. 2006a, 2008) to remove the splitting in the

direct acquisition dimension caused by the Ca–C0 cou-

plings. The in-phase (IP) and antiphase (AP) components

were acquired and stored in an interleaved manner, dou-

bling the number of FIDs recorded (Bermel et al. 2006c).

All the experiments were performed using on-grid non-

uniform sampling. The on-grid ‘‘Poisson disk’’ sampling

scheme (Kazimierczuk et al. 2008) was chosen to generate

the time schedules with the RSPack program. The distri-

bution was relaxation-optimized, i.e. the density of points

was decaying according to the Gaussian distribution exp(-

t2/r2), with r = 0.5. All the spectra were acquired using

Bruker TopSpin 1.3 software. The experimental data were

converted with nmrPipe (Delaglio et al. 1995). 3D data

were processed using the Multidimensional Fourier

Transform (MFT) (Kazimierczuk et al. 2006) algorithm

implemented in the ToASTD program. 4/5D data were

processed using the Sparse MFT (SMFT) algorithm (Ka-

zimierczuk et al. 2009) implemented in the reduced pro-

gram. Both programs, ToASTD and reduced, are included
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in the MFT package software, available at http://nmr.cent3.

uw.edu.pl/software. Finally, Sparky (Goddard and Kneller

2000) and TSAR (Tool for SMFT-based assignment of

resonances) (Zawadzka-Kazimierczuk et al. 2012) pro-

grams were used to analyze the spectra and automatically

assign the resonances, respectively.

Results and discussion

NMR experiments design

Our strategy exploits the use of 13C direct detection both to

avoid the problem of amide proton exchange as well as to

increase the chemical shift dispersion in the direct dimen-

sion of the experiments. The superior chemical shift dis-

persion of the heteronuclei with respect to protons is

exploited by exclusively labeling the chemical shifts of the

backbone’s heteronuclei, using protons only as a starting

source of magnetization to increase the overall sensitivity of

the experiments. The resolution of the experiments has been

maximized correlating five different frequencies in five

different dimensions, all built up using long evolution times

exploiting the favorable relaxation properties of IDPs. To

substantially reduce the experimental time and maximize

resolution, non-uniform sampling (NUS) was employed in

all the proposed experiments. In the 5D (HN-flipN)CONCA-

CON experiment, additionally the H-flip approach was

used, in order to achieve a longitudinal relaxation

enhancement and thus reduce the duration of the inter-scan

delay. The H-flip approach (Bermel et al. 2009a; b) allows to

manipulate only the desired set of 1H spins to shorten the

period needed for magnetization recovery to the ?z axis. For

IDPs, the gain in time is usually more substantial when

selectively inverting 1HN rather than 1Ha spins, because
1HNs experience exchange processes with the solvent, hence

not perturbing the water proton spins is of high importance.

On the contrary, 1Ha spins which of course are not affected

by exchange, do not experience significant longitudinal

relaxation enhancement by their selective manipulation due

to the small 1H–1H NOEs resulting from fast tumbling and

low proton density in the absence of a 3D structure. For that

reason, the H-flip approach was implemented only in the
1HN-start version of the experiments.

Since data sampled at not uniform intervals cannot be

treated with the Fast Fourier transform (FFT), the 5D

experiments were processed using the Sparse Multidi-

mensional Fourier Transform (SMFT) algorithm (Ka-

zimierczuk et al. 2009). The features of this type of

processing greatly simplifies the visualization of the mul-

tidimensional spectra, since the analysis of the 5D spectra

is reduced to the inspection of a series of 2D cross-sections

extracted from the full spectra at some fixed triads of fre-

quencies. The fixed frequencies have been collected from a

3D (H)CACON lower dimensionality spectrum (the ‘‘basis

spectrum’’), because the correlations it provides are also

shared by all the 5D experiments discussed here. There-

fore, once the peaks of the 3D basis spectrum are collected,

the analysis of the 5D spectra merely consists of the

examination of a series of 2D planes. In these planes the

two extra dimensions (with respect to the basis spectrum),

containing the sequential correlations, are displayed. The

information provided by the experiments is summarized in

Fig. 1, while the coherence transfer pathways are reported

in Fig. 2. In the latter it is also specified which dimensions

were fixed with the SMFT algorithm and which were then

extracted and analyzed in the 2D cross-sections.

Since the 3D (H)CACON experiment correlates the Ca

and C0 of a residue with the N of the following one (Ci-1
a –

C0i-1–Ni), the 5D experiments were designed with the idea

of establishing the sequential correlations along C0 and N

frequencies, the most dispersed in terms of chemical shift

(Bermel et al. 2013). The C0–N frequencies of two neigh-

boring residues were thus connected, adding the chemical

shift labeling of the Ca to minimize the occurrence of

overlap. This choice has the great advantage that the same

strategy can be used also when the 4D version of these

experiments is acquired, since the same sequential con-

nections can be established, even if without the help of the

Ca dimension. In this case, it is sufficient to record a 2D

CON experiment (to obtain the basis spectrum) and use the

4D spectra to sequentially link all the CON peaks (Ci-1

0
–Ni).

The magnetization transfer pathway of the 5D

(HN-flipN)CONCACON experiment (Fig. 1), once the common

Ci-1
a –Ci-1

0
–Ni frequencies (in dimensions F3, F5 and F4

respectively, Fig. 2) are fixed, provides 2D cross-sections

(F1–F2 planes) containing two sequential CON peaks

(Ci-1

0
–Ni and Ci-2

0
–Ni-1). One of them correlates the

same Ci-1

0
–Ni frequencies that are retrieved in the 3D

(H)CACON experiment and, together with the Ci-1
a fre-

quency, fixed while performing the SMFT algorithm,

whereas the other provides the chemical shifts of the pre-

ceding CON peak (Ci-2

0
–Ni-1). The sequence-specific

assignment can then be completed just linking together the

2D planes, as shown in Fig. 3, exploiting the chemical shift

dispersion of Ci-1

0
–Ni correlations. The simultaneous

exploitation of the C0 and N frequencies reduces the

ambiguities, since sequential correlations are established

along both dimensions, and the frequency labeling of the

Ca contributes to resolve overlaps in 2D CON cross-sec-

tions. However, the presence of proline residues interrupts

the linkage between the residues, since this experiment

exploits the amide protons as a starting point of the mag-

netization transfer pathway. This drawback is not so dra-

matic if the proline content of the protein sequence is not
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large but prolines can be very abundant in IDPs (Radivojac

et al. 2007). For such cases, the 5D (HCA)CONCACON

experiment has to be preferred.

The 5D (HCA)CONCACON experiment can be con-

sidered as a variant of the 5D (HN-flipN)CONCACON

experiment previously described, since the magnetization

transfer pathways, except for the first two steps, is the same

(Fig. 1). However, the fact that this experiment exploits Ha

protons as starting source of polarization ensures that also

correlations involving the nuclei of prolines are detected.

This experiment is thus recommended especially for pro-

line-rich biomolecules and, used in combination with the

previously described one, provides robust redundant

information to reduce ambiguities in the assignment.

Again, the sequence specific assignment is performed

linking together the 2D cross-sections (F1–F2 planes) as

shown in Fig. 4, where the peaks belonging to the nuclei of

prolines are visible.

Both the above experiments were designed in order to

provide negative peaks if the magnetization transfer path-

way involves Ca of glycines, allowing their straightforward

identification. This is obtained setting the Ca evolution

time to 1/JCa-Cb. As an example, in Fig. 3 six sequential

cross-sections of the 5D (HN-flipN)CONCACON spectrum

in which a glycine is present are reported.

Due to the fact that both experiments provide the same

sequential links, one may opt for acquiring only one

instead of both experiments. In this case, to choose

between the 5D (HN-flipN)CONCACON and 5D

(HCA)CONCACON, one should consider proline content

of the protein, level of chemical exchange, the available

NMR time, stability and concentration of the sample.

Finally, a different version of the 5D (HCA)CONCA-

CON experiment was also designed, in which the first Ca is

frequency labeled instead of the second. This experiment,

named 5D (H)CACON(CA)CON, provides different infor-

mation with respect to the previously described ones, since

in the 2D cross-sections (F5–F4 planes) Ci-1

0
–Ni and C0i–

Ni?1 correlations are detectable. The sequential assignment

can thus be accomplished starting from the N-terminal part

and going towards the C-terminal end of the protein,

whereas in the previous two experiments it proceeds in the

opposite direction. Apart from this, the way to connect the

cross-sections is essentially the same, since in each of them

two sequential CON peaks are present. Since the Ha protons

are used at the beginning of the magnetization transfer

pathway, the prolines can be detected in this experiment too.

The two Ca evolution times are set around 1/JCa–Cb, which

means that the relative sign of cross peaks cannot be used as

a straightforward criterion to identify glycines as in the

previous experiments, although this can be used as a crite-

rion to cross check results. Another difference between this

experiment and those previously described is that here the

direct dimension (F5) is not fixed when using the SMFT

algorithm, since the Ci-1
a –Ci-1

0
–Ni frequencies that have to

be fixed are all present in the indirect dimensions (F1, F2 and

F3 dimensions). Artifact ridges are then present along the

direct dimension (F5) of the 2D cross-sections (F5–F4

planes) in which the correlations for the sequential assign-

ment are present (Figure S5). Even if they are not a limita-

tion to the effectiveness of the experiment, it has to be

Fig. 1 The experimental strategy proposed together with the sum-

mary of the correlations provided by each experiment is schematically

illustrated. Since the 5D experiments share Ci-1
a –Ci-1

0
–Ni frequencies,

the 3D (H)CACON spectrum (reported on the left) is used as ‘‘basis

spectrum’’ to collect these common correlations. After having fixed

these frequencies with the SMFT algorithm, the information content

of the various 5D experiments is easily retrieved inspecting a series of

2D cross-sections, reported in the middle part of the illustration,

where the correlations provided by each experiment are shown. The

CON peak which correlates the same Ci-1

0
–Ni frequencies as the

associated peak in the basis spectrum is marked by an asterisk. On the

right part of the figure, the nuclei involved in the coherence transfer

pathways are highlighted on the backbone of the protein
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reported that they may complicate the analysis of the cross-

sections and the peak picking procedure.

Automatic assignment using TSAR

Sequence-specific assignment of resonances based on the

proposed experiments can be performed automatically by

Fig. 2 The flow of the magnetization in the proposed experiments is

schematically illustrated. The indirect dimensions in which chemical

shift evolutions are present are indicated as F1, F2, F3 and F4,

whereas the direct dimension is designated as F5. On the left side, the

beginning of the coherence pathway of each experiment is shown: 1J

scalar couplings were used to transfer magnetization (red arrows). In

the middle part of the panel, the final steps of the coherence pathways,

which are common to all the experiments, are reported. Only the

arrow representing the last transfer from N to C0 (grey arrow in the

summary), prior to acquisition, is not shown along the backbone. Also

in this case, arrows symbolize magnetization transfers mediated by

scalar couplings: green when 1J and 2J were involved and yellow

when only 1J were exploited. On the right side, a summary of which

dimensions were fixed with the SMFT algorithm and which were then

extracted in the cross-sections is reported. Finally, in the bottom of

each panel, the correlations retrieved in the experiment are listed

explicitly

Fig. 3 Six 2D cross-sections of the (HN-flipN)CONCACON spectrum

are shown. In the top of each panel, the Ci
a–Ci

0
–Ni?1 frequencies that

have been fixed to extract the particular 2D plane are reported. In each

cross-section, two sequential CON peaks are present. The CON peak

which correlates the Ci-1

0
–Ni frequencies that have been used together

with Ci-1
a frequency to extract the particular cross-section is labeled

with an asterisk. Black peaks are positive, red negative. Inversion of

peak sign is expected when the Ca belonging to a glycine is frequency

labeled. Negative peaks thus allow to immediately identify glycines.

The sequential specific assignment is performed connecting the CON

peaks of two consecutive cross-sections, as shown with colored lines

in the figure. Please note that the peaks are correlated using both N

and C0 chemical shift, thus making the sequential assignment

extremely reliable. As clearly visible, the use of five different

dimensions minimize the chance of possible overlaps

Fig. 4 Six 2D cross-sections of the (HCA)CONCACON spectrum

are shown. All the labels, lines and asterisks have the same meaning

as described in the captions of Fig. 3. The peaks in which the nitrogen

belonging to a proline is frequency labeled (highlighted with a red

arrow), not present in the (HN-flipN)CONCACON spectrum, are here

visible. The sequential specific assignment is thus not interrupted. The

use of five different dimensions, together with the high resolution

obtained in each indirect dimension, ensure to resolve very close

peaks (as the case reported in the top left panel)
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using the TSAR program (Zawadzka-Kazimierczuk et al.

2012), available at http://nmr.cent3.uw.edu.pl/software.

This program is designed to analyze the multidimensional

data processed with SMFT. What distinguishes TSAR from

other automatic assignment algorithms is a very informa-

tive output, including also information on the correct order

of cross-sections. This provides easy access to spectral data

thus facilitating manual verification and/or completion of

assignment. Input for the TSAR program includes the peak

list of the basis spectrum and one or more peak lists

obtained from higher-dimensional experiments. The latter

ones contain only the two dimensions not fixed for SMFT,

as three other frequencies are already specified in the peak

list of the basis spectrum. The experiments used for TSAR

assignment should be defined in a text file, where peak

types together with their intensity signs (positive, negative,

unknown or changing under specific conditions) are

described (for details see Supplementary Material).

One major modification of the TSAR program was made

to adjust it to the newly proposed experiments. In the

previous version TSAR accepted peaks originating from

three consecutive residues (on each cross-section). Now

this range was enlarged to accept up to four consecutive

residues. This was necessary as the simultaneous analysis

of e.g. 5D (HCA)CONCACON and 5D (H)CA-

CON(CA)CON data imply that the cross-sections obtained

by fixing Ci-1
a –Ci-1

0
–Ni frequencies contain Ci-2

0
–Ni-1,

Ci-1

0
–Ni and Ci

0
–Ni?1 peaks, thus involving residues i - 2,

i - 1, i and i ? 1.

Operation of TSAR includes construction of cross-sec-

tion spin systems (CSSSs), where the information of cor-

responding cross-sections from various spectra are

collected, formation of chains of CSSSs and mapping of

these chains onto the primary sequence of the protein. The

last step is based on identification of amino-acid type(s) for

some of the CSSSs. Thus, to operate correctly, TSAR

requires at least one experiment providing sequential con-

nectivities and at least one experiment providing infor-

mation on amino-acid type of some CSSSs. Two types of

methods for amino-acid type recognition are available:

statistical and topological. The former one utilizes Cb and/

or Hb chemical shifts and analyzes them using the Bio-

logical Magnetic Resonance Bank (BMRB, Ulrich et al.

2007) statistics. The latter one exploits information on

amino acid structure (e.g. absence of HN proton in proline

or presence of two possibly different Hb protons in all

residues except for alanine, isoleucine, threonine and

valine). Within the topological methods one routine is

especially useful: recognition of glycine, based on peak

amplitude sign. As mentioned above, it utilizes the fact that

in some techniques scalar coupling between Ca and Cb

carbon nuclei evolves for approximately 1/1JCa–Cb, thus the

sign of a peak corresponding to the glycine residue, not

possessing the Cb, is inverted with respect to those of all

other amino acid residues. In perspective, variants of the

pulse sequences which select correlations deriving only

from specific aminoacid-types can provide very useful

information to contribute to the unambiguous identification

of selected residue-types (Bermel et al. 2012a).

All the 5D experiments proposed in the current paper

provide the sequential connectivities. Two experiments

(5D (HN-flipN)CONCACON and 5D (HCA)CONCACON)

enable peak-sign-based glycine recognition, which is suf-

ficient for CSSS’s chain mapping if the content of glycine

residues in the studied protein is substantial. The infor-

mation on amino-acid type provided by 5D (H)CA-

CON(CA)CON experiment cannot be exploited in the

current version of the TSAR program, due to ambiguities in

its interpretation: negative peak means that glycine is at

i - 1 or i position (but not at both of these positions).

Since the test protein (a-synuclein) contains almost

13 % of glycine residues in its primary sequence, glycine

recognition is in principle sufficient for mapping the chains

of cross-sections. Due to the protein size and to the fact that

it is fully disordered, we decided however to use at least

two sequential experiments able to provide links, reducing

possible ambiguities in chains formation. We have con-

structed two data sets consisting of data from two experi-

ments, plus 3D (H)CACON as a basis spectrum. Data set 1

contained 5D (HN-flipN)CONCACON and 5D (H)CA-

CON(CA)CON, while data set 2 contained 5D

(HCA)CONCACON and 5D (H)CACON(CA)CON. In

both cases the first experiment ensured peak-sign based

glycine recognition and both experiments provided the

sequential connectivities. The assignment was successful:

87.1 and 91.8 % of correctly assigned resonances were

obtained for data set 1 and 2, respectively.

Despite the apparent redundancy of the information

(both experiments from each data set provide the sequential

links via N and C0 chemical shifts), adding the 5D

(H)CACON(CA)CON to the single-experiment data sets

enabled resolving the ambiguities. This is because this

experiment allows to make the forward link (Ci-1

0
–Ni, Ci

0
–

Ni?1), while two others show backward links (Ci-2

0
–Ni-1,

Ci-1

0
–Ni).

Both data sets above allowed to assign the chemical shifts

of N, C0 and Ca nuclei. When HN, Ha, Hb and/or Cb chemical

shifts are required as well, some other experiments have to be

employed additionally. Preferably, 13C-detected experi-

ments which can be SMFT-processed using the same basis

peak list (H)CACON should be employed. For instance these

can be the previously published (Bermel et al., 2012b) 5D

HN-flipNCACON (containing Hi
N–Ni and Hi-1

N –Ni-1 peaks

on each cross-section) and 4D HCBCACON (containing Hi-

1
a–Ci-1

a and Hi-1
b –Ci-1

b peaks on each cross-section). To

assess the assignment capability using these sets of
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information, three further data sets were constructed: data

set 3 additionally providing HN chemical shifts (5D

(H)CACON(CA)CON, 5D (HCA)CONCACON and 5D

HN-flipNCACON experiments), data set 4 additionally provid-

ing Ha, Hb and Cb chemical shifts (5D (HN-flipN)CONCACON,

5D (H)CACON(CA)CON and 4D HCBCACON experi-

ments) and data set 5 providing all the backbone chemical

shift (5D (H)CACON(CA)CON, 5D HN-flipNCACON and

4D HCBCACON experiments). The results were as follows:

92.7 % of correctly assigned resonances for data set 3,

88.6 % for data set 4 and 86.7 % for data set 5. Please note,

that the percentages were calculated with respect to the

number of all resonances possible to assign using the given

techniques, which was different for each data set (see

Table 2). Thus, larger number of correctly assigned reso-

nances does not mean that the fraction of correctly assigned

resonances will also be larger. The fractions of incorrect

assignments varied from 0.8 up to 2.4 % of assigned reso-

nances. The reason for which the fractions for data sets 4 and

5 are relatively low is as follows. Both of these data sets

contain 4D HCBCACON experiment that provides Ha, Hb

and Cb chemical shifts. Each of these frequencies is known

just from a single cross-section. This is not the case with N,

C0 and Ca resonances, which are usually known from two or

three cross-sections corresponding to consecutive residues.

That is why if one cross-section is missing in assignment, it

does not necessarily mean that any N, C0 or Ca resonances

will be missing (usually they can be obtained from adjacent

cross-sections), but it always means that some Ha, Hb and Cb

resonances will be missing.

All the discussed data sets were gathered in Tables 1

and 2, together with experimental times required to record

the respective data sets. Correctly and incorrectly assigned

chemical shifts by TSAR were recognized upon comparison

with the ones deposited in the BMRB, entry 6968 (Bermel

et al. 2006b, 2012b), where the assignment of all backbone,

Cb and Hb chemical shifts of a-synuclein is present.

The indicator of the reliability of the result of TSAR pro-

gram are the lengths of assigned chains of cross-sections

(Table S1): the longer they are, the more reliable the result is.

In all the data sets some incorrect assignments were

observed, generally for short chains (up to three cross-sec-

tions). Another problem of TSAR operation was observed in a

case of chemical shift degeneration of pairs of residues, as in

two fragments of a-synuclein: 34Lys-35Glu-36Gly and

45Lys-46Glu-47Gly. In this case the same chain of three

cross-sections should be assigned to both of these sequence

fragments. However, in the current version, TSAR cannot

assign one cross-section to two different residues, thus

leaving both above fragments unassigned. Importantly, if the

assignment is not complete, the program provides informa-

tion facilitating manual accomplishment of the task.

Conclusions

The three novel exclusively heteronuclear 13C direct-

detected 5D NMR experiments proposed here can be

acquired in a short time preserving excellent resolution in

all indirect dimensions, thanks to the use of NUS, H-flip

Table 1 Summary of the types

of experiments reported in this

work

Experiment label Name Dimensionality Experimental time (h)

A (basis spectrum) (H)CACON 3D 13

B (HN-flipN)CONCACON 5D 58

C (HCA)CONCACON 5D 71

D (H)CACON(CA)CON 5D 54

E HN-flipNCACON 5D 14

F HCBCACON 4D 28

Table 2 TSAR assignment results for different data sets

Data set

number

Experimentsa Assigned nuclei Total exp.

time (h)

Number of resonances % of correctly

assigned

resonancesAssigned

correctly

Assigned

incorrectly

All

1 A ? B?D N, C0,Ca 123 363 10 417 87.1

2 A ? C?D N, C0,Ca 138 383 9 417 91.8

3 A ? C?D ? E HN, N, C0,Ca 152 511 11 551 92.7

4 A ? B?D ? F N, C0,Ca,Cb,Ha,Hb 153 707 6 798 88.6

5 A ? D?E ? F HN, N, C0,Ca,Cb,Ha,Hb 109 808 7 932 86.7

a See Table 1 for experiments’ labeling
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(when appropriate) and SMFT processing of the data. A

fast and reliable automatic assignment of chemical shifts

can be accomplished with the TSAR program. The strategy

discussed here, from the acquisition of the data to the

assignment of the frequencies, can be applied to investigate

IDPs of increasing size and complexity.

Supplementary Material

5D (HN-flipN)CONCACON, 5D (HCA)CONCACON, 5D

(H)CACON(CA)CON and 3D (H)CACON pulse sequen-

ces; experimental parameters for the recorded experiments.

Explanation of the TSAR input data, example of an input

file with definitions of all experiments used for assignment

in the article.
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